FAQs

Why did we create the Ocean Challenge Kit?
Team Malizia’s aim with the Ocean Challenge is to inspire and educate the next
generation with our sailing adventures as well as teach them about climate change and
ocean health.
Who made it and when?
It was made in 2018 by Boris Herrmann and Birte Lorenzen, when Birte, a teacher with 10
years experience, noticed a big gap in the teaching curriculum in relation to climate
change and our Ocean. All the material has been checked by our ocean scientists at The
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Geomar - Kiel and IOC-Unesco.
Why did we make the kit?
The kit goes hand in hand with our other activations. Inviting children onboard,
presenting kids conferences and encouraging children to follow the races to learn about
the ocean. The kit provides concrete learning materials to solidify these activities and
creates materials to learn even more about ocean health and climate change.
In how many languages is it?
The kit is currently in 5 different languages: German, English, French, Portuguese and
Spanish. We are working on many other languages and Japanese, Italian and Chinese will
be released soon.
How can I download it?
You can download it for free here.

FAQs
Who is it made for?
This kit was made for children, parents and educators. The age ranges from kids aged
8-14 years old. However, we believe that it can also be very useful for adults and younger
kids too
How can you contact us?
You can contact us by emailing: myoceanchallenge@borisherrmannracing.com with any
other questions you may have.
We work together with many schools all around the world. We like to connect our
following schools with each other and sometimes we even connect schools to Boris on
the boat when he is sailing to answer questions. If you want to be one of them let us
know!
How can you follow the races?
Our live tracker https://www.borisherrmannracing.com/ gives the live location of our yacht
Seaexplorer - Yacht Club de Monaco. During a race we have the full race tracker here and
if you scroll down to the dashboard there is also boat data and ocean data.
For daily content updates you can check Malizia’s social media: https://
www.instagram.com/team_malizia/?hl=es
Do you want to visit the boat with your classmates?
We choose classes from different schools to visit the boat when we are in the local area.
If you would like the chance to do this then please contact us.
Tagging the team
We love to see your ocean related pictures, your work with the kids kit, initiatives you and
your school are creating or you sailing. Don’t hesitate to tag @team_malizia and
@borisherrmannracing when you upload a picture so we can re-share it and use the tag
#myoceanchallenge

